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Ferment Lab Zine series contain overall 5 parts:

I     Ferment Lab introduction & overview  
II   Ferment Lab workshops, pop-up space, and multipliers
III  Krütt Trepple Dance Party
IV  Personal experiments in art-science
V    Strasbourg Laboratoire de Demain exhibition & Reflections

The content of all zines was produced by Agnieszka 
Pokrywka, Andrew Gryf Paterson and Nathalie Aubret during 
Pixelache’s artistic residency during 2017 at Le Shadok, 
digital-maker culture centre in Strasbourg, France. Zine 
‘Part 2’ especially includes the work and media of workshop 
participants and collaborators. All parts were prepared for 
the different ‘atlas’ phases of the ‘Strasbourg: Laboratoire de 
Demain’ exhibition (10 October 2017- 21 January 2018) in the 
same location.

All content is under published with a 
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 
International Licence (CC-BY-SA 4.0). 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ 

All drawings and pictures in this zine are made by Agnieszka 
Pokrywka, unless indicated differently.  

Ferment Lab Strasbourg is powered by

# fermentlab # strasbourg

Archive.org
https://archive.org/details/@fermentlab-pixelache

Shadok
www.shadok.strasbourg.eu/projets/ferment-lab/

Facebook
www.facebook.com/groups/fermentlab.strasbourg/

Pixelache
www.pixelache.ac/projects/ferment-lab
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InTRo

Personal curiousities, interests, processes of different 
hybrid practitioners lead in different directions.. 
How does each person look at fermentation beyond 
the everyday and food preservation perspectives 
including DIY art-science experiments.. If science 
is asking questions for research (how to do look?, 
how to make?, how to consume or ingest?, how to 
understand?), Andrew Gryf Paterson & Agnieszka 
Pokrywka were trying in this period of experiments to 
do something they had not done before from a creative 
hackers perspective. Instead of collaborative work, 
this section of the zine shares their individual interests, 
with the hope of expanding ideas of how it might be 
possible to use fermented vegetables and fruits other 
than just eating them.

Curiosité personnelle, intérêts, et processus menés 
par des praticiens hybrides ont amené le Ferment Lab 
dans des directions très différentes. Ces approches 
variées, notamment nos expérimentations DYI (le 
faire soi-même) entre art et science, ont révélé de 
nouvelles manière de concevoir la fermentation, par 
delà ses dimensions de pratique du quotidien et de 
technique ancestrale de conservation. Si la science 
pose des questions (comment regarder? comment 
faire? comment consommer ou ingérer? comment 
comprendre?), Andrew & Agnieszka ont tenté durant 
cette période d’expérimentation, de faire des choses 
qu’ils n’avaient jamais faites auparavant, et ce du point 
de vue de deux hackers créatifs. Cette section du zine, 
plutôt que de présenter un travail collectif, s’attache 
à montrer leurs recherches personnelles, portées par 
le désir d’inventer de nouvelles manières d’utiliser les 
légumes et fruites fermentés, qui ne se réduisent pas à 
leur pure consommation.
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bAcTERIAL LoVE LETTERS’
AndREw’S PERSonAL PRocESS: ‘

Andrew Gryf Paterson further researched and 
experimented in the Bacterial Love Letters process, 
towards making an exhibited artefact in Ferment Lab 
Strasbourg, Atlas #3. He made paper from foraged 
nettles or leeks, as well as ‘food-hacks’ such as 
choucroute pureé with honey and apple-pectin, or 
berry-based fermented ink. 

Andrew Gryf Paterson a continué à explorer et à 
expérimenter avec le processus des Lettres d’Amour 
Bactériennes, jusqu’à fabriquer un objet exposé au 
Ferment Lab Strasbourg, Atlas #3. Il y a du papier fait à 
partir d’orties et de poireaux, ainsi que des ‘food-hacks’ 
(détournements alimentaires) par exemple de la purée 
de choucroute, du miel et de la pectine de pommes, ou 
de l’encre de baies fermentées.

all photos in this chapter by Andrew Paterson 



REPoRT FRom STRASbouRg

Paterson’s period of personal art-science experiments 
in Ferment Lab Strasbourg focused on Bacterial 
Love Letters, bringing together a curious mix of craft 
learning: 

How to make your own paper making frames? 

Began with training and familiarisation with the Fab 
Lab tools, including the laser cutter and computer 
controlled router, to cut wood to construct the box 
frames, and bought net curtains to stretch over them. 
How to make a screen frame which held the mesh, 
and a ‘deckle’, that holds the fibres on the screen when 
raised out the water-fibre mix. 
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cALL FoR PARTIcIPAnTS

Type: personal process and workshop
Date and time: 28.06. - 6.07.2017, the first meeting on 
28.06. at 19
Venue: Le Shadok

Imagine you send a postcard from the part of the world 
where you are, embedded with local culture that is 
beneficial for your addressee’s stomach and intestines. 
Maybe you can even use fermented ink to print a 
short message. If additionally you produce the paper 
yourself from scratch out of locally-grown, edible 
materials.. That would make quite an impressive 
message wouldn’t it? 

The ‘Bacterial Love Letters’ process of Ferment Lab 
aims to connect local print-communication history of 
Gutenburg, late 19th century printmaking techniques, 
love correspondence, hybrid art/bioart practice, 
Illustration & science-visualization. The first meeting 
will help set the agenda, and get to work making 
the connections. We seek collaborators including 
local illustrators, letter-writers, open-minded ‘heart-
on-sleave’ researchers, and good-food bacteria 
enthusiasts from Strasbourg and beyond!

bAckgRound

Bacterial Love Letters is an experimental project 
started by Paterson in collaboration with Wojtek 
Mejor in a workshop in Vilnius, late October 2015, 
hosted by the Lithuanian Interdisciplinary Artists 
Association. It mixed together their mutual interests 
in hand-made papers from foraged plant materials, 
fermentation, gut microbiome care, printmaking and 
visual communication. Paterson carried on the process 
independently since then, testing different elements of 
the project as biodegradable or ingestible artefacts.



How to prototype edible ink? 

What fruit works better, Cherry (Prunus avium), 
Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) or Aronia (Aronia 
melanocarpa)? Fermenting berry juices were 
nourished and developed, thickened and made sticky 
with honey with the hope of making images with them. 
Meanwhile, laser- or hand- cut images were tested 
as relief-print devices. The personal experiments in 
making ‘inks’ however didn’t work out in the time 
available, some were too slippery or lumpy to use a 
roller, so an alternative creative approach of abstract 
expressionism was necessary. 

How to turn local edible plants into flexible paper 
sheets?

Nettles (Urtica dioica) were foraged cycling around the 
edges of Summer parks and wastelands. These were 
dried out, cut up, and boiled. In the winter season, 
leeks (Allium ampeloprasum) were bought from the 
supermarket and chopped up. These plant fibres were 
both boiled with a spoonful of alkaline bicarbonate of 
soda, to help chemically break down the fibres suitably 
towards making them into thin paper sheets. But there 
were other questions to consider: How to scoop out a 
sheet of paper out of the basin, and how to dry it so it is 
not wrinkled and warped?
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The multi- or even un-disciplinary approach of 
Bacterial Love Letters to making edible prints using 
edible ink are experimental ‘food hacks’, using 
typical foods in non-standard ways. This process 
included inviting others to get involved too. The 
workshop was advertised publicly at Shadok (see 
above announcement), although only 1 dedicated 
workshop participant joined the process over several 
days. However, one is enough! This person proved 
important and encouraging to share practical tasks 
and discussed different approaches towards technical 
solution (i.e. the making of edible paper and edible 
inks).

The experimental results which took place in December 
2017, with the title ‘Winter’, are shown in the Atlas 3 
exhibition contribution and in photo documentations 
here below in this zine. Leek (Allium ampeloprasum) 
was the chosen paper medium, inspired by 
experiments by Dutch designer Isaac Monte[1][1]. It was 
planned to use two homemade fermented ingredients, 
one from each of the residency locations of Paterson in 
2017 - Strasbourg in France, and another from Aizpute, 
Latvia - so pureed Choucroute (made during the Krütt 
Trepple Dance Party in April in Strasbourg) and Aronia 
berry juice collected in September in Aizpute. 

These ingredients were applied in layers to the paper, 
first, the Choucroute was mixed with honey and apple-
pectin, and smeared over the Leek paper. Then, while 
the paper was laying on top of metal mesh grill sheets, 
the fermented aronia juice was liberally applied, 
pooling in the squares of the mesh. This combination 
was then dried in a food dehydrator at 30-35 deg 
Celsius, maintaining bioactive status among the 
ferments.

[1] https://www.isaacmonte.nl/leek-project
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‘Bacterial Love Letters’ are not the communications 
in the standard sense. They are visually abstract, 
organic, smudges of flavours, textures, smells in thin 
tabulated form. They can be slipped on the tongue, or 
stuck to the palate of your mouth, absorbed, soaked 
and dissolved in saliva, chewed and swallowed. They 
are potential gifts to the receiver’s gut microbiome. The 
beneficial Lactobacillus bacteria is rehydrated and 
potentially reactivated. Connections are ingested. And 
who knows the result of such an internally amourous 
affair.
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Andrew Gryf Paterson, ‘Winter’ (Bacterial Love Letters/
Lettres d’Amour Bactériennes series), 2017.

Ingredients: Paper made from leeks, sauerkraut purée 
mixed with honey, apple-pectin, fermented Aronia 
juice.
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bAcTERIA SEnSIng’
AgnIESZkA’S PERSonAL PRocESS: ‘

Agnieszka Pokrywka researched on various DIY, open-
source solutions helping to find a reliable evidence of 
harmful bacterial presence in fermented foods. 
The first method was focused on testing pH of 
fermented samples with a use of red cabbage pH test 
strips. That experimentation was finalized with a 
small open workshop on the same theme. 
The second method involved turning a smartphone 
camera into a portable high-powered, high-quality, 
super-cheap microscope with the use of the 2 mm glass 
bead. Both methods brought two visually appealing 
and replicable viewpoints on fermented foods and 
ideas for further developments in the future. 

Agnieszka Pokrywka a étudié diverses solutions 
DIY, open source, pour trouver une preuve fiable 
de présence de bactéries nocives dans la nourriture 
fermentée. 
La première méthode était centrée sur un test du pH 
dans des échantillons de ferments, par l’utilisation 
de languettes de test de pH pour le chou rouge. Cette 
expérimentation fut finalisée par un petit workshop 
ouvert sur le même thème. 
La seconde méthode fut de transformer un smartphone 
en un microscope portable, haute-puissance et peu 
cher, en utilisant un bille de verre de 2 mm. 
Ces deux méthodes ont résulté en deux points de vue, 
visuellement attirants et réplicables, sur la nourriture 
fermentée, et des idées pour des développements 
futurs.

photo by Humberto Duque 



woRkShoP SchEduLE

1. Ferment lab intro

2. Making DIY pH test stripes

Ingredients and tools: red cabbage, paper, scissors, 
something to boil the water in, blender, strainer, 
alcohol, bowl or a flat tray

Instructions:
• Chop up some red cabbage and add to it some 

boiling water.
• Turn it into pulp with a use of a blender
• Pour the mix through a strainer and add isopropyl 

alcohol (optional)
• Pour the solution into a bowl.
• Soak your paper in the solution.
• When dry cut the paper into slices. 

3. Basics on what is pH and pH scale

pH is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration in 
a solution. It expresses the acidity or alkalinity of a 
solution on a logarithmic scale on which 7 is neutral, 
lower values are more acid and higher values more 
alkaline.

4. pH of fermented foods and harmful bacteria

The process of making ferments begins with an alkaline 
brine, usually just salt plus water with the natural 
juices of the vegetables . The salt kills off harmful 
bacteria, but salt-tolerant beneficial bacteria called 
Lactobacilli survive and cause fermentation to begin. 
During the fermentation process, the Lactobacilli 
convert the vegetables from an alkaline environment 
to an acidic one. Because of this active fermentation, 
the pH of recently 
made ferment 
is higher than 
that which 
has had 
several days 
or weeks to 
ferment.
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dIY Ph TESTS oF FERmEnTEd mATTERS

Type: personal process and public workshop
Date and time: 10.-16.07.2017, workshop: 17.07, 13-16
Venue: Le Shadok
Fee: Free

cALL FoR PARTIcIPAnTS

Often we don’t experiment fermenting food by 
ourselves, especially as a beginner, because we find it 
hard to judge when food is fermented, and when it is 
actually spoiled. We prefer to not do it at all than take 
risks. Irrationally it seems that we trust more the labels 
with expiration dates on industrially-produced food, 
than our own senses when examining homemade 
fermented foods. Is it possible to bring the judgement 
of food quality back within our skill-set? How can we 
train our senses to do so? 

During a 10-days process Agnieszka Pokrywka, as 
a part of Ferment Lab Strasbourg, will research DIY 
harmful bacteria recognition techniques, in relation to 
homemade fermented foods. Previous findings related 
to this topic will be enriched with documentation from 
that week-long research, and summarized in the final 
workshop. We will attempt to put knowledge into 
practice, and assemble simple devices that may help 
us sense harmful bacteria residing in the ferments 
collected in Shadok’s Ferment Lab. Ideally these 
prototypes become tools that improve our ability to 
judge the quality of fermented food.

photo by Humberto Duque drwings by Humberto Duque 



Though pH readings is not always needed, adding 
pH checks to the culturing process helps to maintain 
proper viable and healthy culture strains/starter. 
Each type of starter culture will produce different 
amounts of acid as part of the fermentation process. 
Checking these levels, insure that your cultured foods 
and ferments are safe to consume. For the safety 
factor, all ferments should measure below 4.6 on the 
pH scale. This insures that the cultured food is free 
of human pathogens, safe to consume, and that the 
desired bacteria/yeast cultures are viable and does not 
become overrun by foreign yeasts or bacteria.

Detailed pH of particular ferments:
• Dairy Cultures (eg. milk kefir or yogurt starters): 

4.5 or lower
• Kombucha: you should take two pH readings. The 

first check should be 4.5 pH or below and is done 
when adding the starter tea to the new batch of 
tea/sugar solution. The second at the end of the 
brewing cycle and it should be close to 3 pH

• Kimchi: 4.2 - 4.5
• Sauerkraut: at 3.0-4.0 the sauerkraut can be stored 

until needed. It might go down up to 4.6 or lower.
• Pickled veggies: 3.4 - 3.6

pH of harmful bacteria:
• Most bacteria: 7.0
• E. coli: 6.0-8.0 
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5. Calibrating DIY pH test stripes
• Choose products of various pH as lemon, tonic, 

vinegar, milk, dish soap, baking powder.
• Draw the ph scale axis on the middle of the piece 

of paper.
• Test each product both with commercial and DIY 

pH stripe. Do it simply by dipping the test strip into 
the liquid. Then with a flick of the wrist, remove 
any excess liquid.

• Immediately check the color appeared on 
commercial pH stripe against the color-coded 
chart. Put it next to the relevant number on the 
pH scale drawing. On the other site of the pH 
axis place the DIY stripe stained with the same 
product. In this way you will get a clue what color 
of DIY pH paper corresponds with a given number.  

• Write down the pH number on each DIY stripe and 
keep it for the future comparisons. 

6. Testing available ferments
Hint: To test the pH of sauerkraut, it is important that 
you first turn the dish into a slurry. You do this by 
combining both the sauerkraut liquid and its solids 
in a blender and pureeing them together. Simply 
immersing a pH meter or test strip in the sauerkraut 
liquid without first blending in the solids will not give 
you an accurate pH reading.



gLASS bEAd mIcRoScoPY

The team of scientists at Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (US)[1][2], came up with the 3D printed 
design of the clip that slips over the front-facing or 
back-facing camera lens of most of the cell phones  
and make together an inexpensive, yet powerful DIY 
microscope. The glass beads sizes of 3 mm, 1mm and 
0.3mm can give respective magnifications of 100x (for 
investigation on common items like salt grains and 
flower petals), 350x (for identification of parasites in 
blood samples or protozoa in drinking water), and 
1000x (for seeing the tiniest of pathogens). 

Simplified versions of glass bead microscopes were 
brought to the research field even earlier but this 
particular one became an entry point for Agnieszka’s 
explorations. In the result she made the cost and the 
difficulty of assembling such a microscope even lower. 
She used as a lens 2mm glass beads (the same as used 
in laboratory distillation processes) and reusable 
sticky silicone pad as a lens holder. The magnification 
of approximately 200X was achieved. It’s not yet 
enough to see bacteria. However it can be improved 
by the use of smaller glass beads in the future. 

Tools:
• Glass beads (0.3mm - 3mm, for the beginners 

bigger beads are advised). Bigger ones are easier 
to become familiar with the system but give 
smaller magnification. The higher magnification 
versions are more sensitive to alignment and take 
more time and practice to produce good images. 
We can repurpose here accessible online: blasting 
beads for smoothing various surfaces, reflective 
beads for enriching paint for road markings, solid 
borosilicate glass beads used in the laboratory 
setting as distillation column packing. You can 
buy immense quantity of each counted in kilos.

• Silicon sticky pad. Agnieszka got hers in 2 Euro 
store. You can probably find one in most of the 
consumer electronics retailers.

• Heavy-duty leather hole punch tool (for beads 
2mm or bigger, optional)

• Glass slides and plastic/glass coverslips (if you 
want to observe liquid samples).

• Scissors and/or craft knife.

[1] http://availabletechnologies.pnnl.gov/technology.asp?id=393
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Directions for building the microscope:
• Cut out a small square from the silicon sticky pad 

so it can fully stick to the surface of your mobile’s/
tablet’s front-facing camera lens. 

• Punch a hole in the middle of the small silicon pad 
you’ve just cut out. For the bigger beads you can 
do it comfortably with the hole punch tool. For 
smaller beads you just need to be creative with 
sharp tools you can think of.

• Put the glass bead in the hole of your little silicon 
square. Inexpensive beads come in a variety of 
qualities. Bubbles, defects, and slightly misshapen 
spheres are all expected within the bead selection. 
Do your best to choose a bead that appears as 
round and as clear as possible. 

Directions for using the microscope:
• Stick the silicon pad with the glass bead over the 

center of your front-facing camera lense. It might 
be necessary to remove case of the cell phone/
tablet. Open the camera app with the selfie mode. 

• Adjust the position of the silicon pad with the 
glass bead until a uniform white circle appears on 
the screen. Remember to work in a well-lit area. 

• Hold the object of your interest very close (only 
a few millimeters) to the glass bead. It’s best to 
touch the object on to the microscope and slowly 
move it away to focus. If the image has blurry or 
dark spots that never change, it could be from a 
dirty lens or defects in the lens. Try to clean the 
lens using water or rubbing alcohol and a soft 
cloth or tissue.  If this doesn’t help, replace it with 
a new one.

• If you want to examine liquid samples it’s worthy 
to place them between a glass slide and plastic/
glass coverslips.
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Agnieszka Pokrywka, ‘Hair 2’ (Bacterial Sensing, 2017)

Ingredients: Glass bead, fragment of the silicone pad, 
iPod, hair




